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Differences between protein and surfactant foams: Microscopic
properties, stability and coarsening
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Abstract

We report results on foamability, stability and coarsening of foams made either of surfactant (SDS) or of milk protein (casein) solutions.
Studies have been performed at the scales of the gas–liquid interface, thin liquid film and bubble size, in order to find the correlations between
these different scales, and to elucidate the microscopic origins of the macroscopic features. For both systems, foamability concentration
thresholds have been measured, and a bubble size dependence has been found. A clear correlation between the stability of an isolated thin film
and the foam stability is always evidenced. However, the mechanism of stability of the casein thin films is different from the surfactant one,
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nd related to the confinement and percolation of casein aggregates. We also report results on coarsening at constant liquid fract
hat the protein foams coarsen more slowly than the surfactant ones, and that it is due to differences in thin film thickness.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Aqueous foams are familiarly stabilized by small soap
olecules (surfactant), when they are used in the field of
etergency, cleaning etc.[1,2]. Oppositely, for the food-
elated applications, foams are mostly stabilized by protein
olecules[1]. In spite of their wide use in food products,

he stabilization mechanisms are not yet completely known
or these protein foams, as well as the conditions required
or good foaming (or foamability). For small surfactants, the
roperties at liquid interfaces or in bulk, together with the thin

iquid films properties are well known, and the relations with
he mechanism of foaming and stability have been identi-
ed. It is known that surfactants make micelles in bulk above
he critical micellar concentration (cmc), and that above this
mc the interfaces are saturated in surfactants[1]. The cmc is
hen often used as a simple concentration criterion for foam-
bility. Then, for most of the classical surfactants (which are
harged molecules), the stability of the thin films and of the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 1 69 15 6960; fax: +33 1 69 15 6086.

foam, is due to the electrostatic repulsion between the
factant covered bubble surfaces, resulting in high disjoi
pressures[3,4]. In comparison with the knowledge on s
factants, much less is know on the protein systems: it i
instance important to determine if simple criterions for fo
ing can be defined, if critical concentrations can be foun
connection with the foaming properties, and if one can fin
elucidate the main contributions of the disjoining press
thus explaining the origins of stability of protein foams.

Another important issue is to know if the macrosco
properties of protein and surfactant foams are different;
more general way, to find out how much the foam pro
ties depend on the chemicals used. Some results are a
known: concerning drainage, it has been found that the c
icals are important via the surface shear viscosity[5,6]. Pro-
teins adsorbed at interfaces create highly viscoelastic l
[7–10], with high surface shear viscosities, resulting in v
rigid Plateau Borders boundaries, whereas the oppos
usually found for pure surfactant foams[2,5,6]. Regarding th
macroscopic foam mechanical properties, beside the s
dependence with the surface tension, it has also been
E-mail address:saint-jalmes@lps.u-psud.fr (A. Saint-Jalmes). that the viscoelasticity depends in a more complex manner on
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the chemicals used, and this remains to be completely under-
stood[11,12]. The tricky point is always to figure out which
microscopic parameters control the macroscopic properties.
The role of the chemicals adsorbed at the interfaces is even
more unknown for problems like coarsening or coalescence,
while recent works suggest that the interfacial viscoelastic
properties may influence the coarsening process[13,14].

In this article, in order to answer some of these issues, we
have selected and studied two opposite systems: a surfactant
(SDS) and a protein (casein) solutions. We present results
obtained at the different length scales of a foam, from the
smallest one of the gas–liquid interface to the macroscopic
scale, where foaming and coarsening are studied. This al-
lows us to investigate and find some correlations between the
properties at all these different scales.

2. Materials and methods

The two widely used surface active compounds studied
here are: the milk casein (CAS), and the surfactant sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), both purchased from Sigma. The ca-
sein powder contains all the milk caseins (�, � and�). The
�-casein (30% of all the milk proteins) is the most surface ac-
tive, often considered as a natural flexible diblock copolymer
(209 amino acids residues,M = 24 kDa). In solutions, even
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rotated upside down, inverting the drainage direction. The
cell size and the periodτ are optimized to obtain a constant
liquid fraction ε for long period of times at the cell center.
The cell is 40 cm high, 12.5 cm wide and 2.5 cm thick, and
is made of transparent Plexiglas. The periodτ is between 20
and 200 s depending of the foam used (different gas and liquid
fractions). Note that with time,τ must be reduced as bubbles
get larger, and drainage is faster. Here, an important parame-
ter, making the experiment feasible, is the initial bubble size:
drainage is indeed very slow for foams withd0 ≈ 120�m,
whereas the coarsening is quite fast. In fact, a typical ratioR
of the drainage time over the coarsening one scales liked4

0
[16], and hereR� 1. The evolution of the bubble sized(t) is
followed by light transmission: in the limit of multiple scat-
tering, the transmitted intensity by a foam,It, depends both
directly ond, and in a more complex way on the liquid frac-
tion ε [17]. So for a fixed liquid fraction, one can obtain the
variations ofd directly from those ofIt. In practice, a white
homogeneous illumination is applied on one side of the cell,
and a CCD camera collect the intensity on the other side. The-
oretically, coarsening is predicted to be a self-similar process
[18,19], to which corresponds a growth law for the bubble di-
ameter mean valued(t): d(t)2 − d2

0 = d2
0(t − t0)/tc (d0 is the

initial mean bubble diameter, att= t0). In the asymptotic limit
of long times, a simple scaling is expected,d∼ t1/2, which has
been experimentally reported[20]. The characteristic coars-
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t low concentrations, most of the caseins exist in a collo
article, the so-called micelle, with typical diameters vary

rom 50 to 300 nm. Though the micelle structure is not
ompletely understood, it is supposed to be made of sub
sub-micelles) linked by calcium and magnesium ions.
ub-micelles contain between 10 and 100 casein molec
ith typical size from 10 to 25 nm. In our studies, the ca
oncentrations are varied from 0.03 to 1 g/L, solutions
onicated to ensure good dissolution, pH is set at 5.6
hosphate buffer, and only “fresh” solutions are used (w

he first 2 days). SDS is used as received (purity > 99%)
oncentrations from 0.05 to 5 g/L were studied.

We have used a simple setup for the foamability test
he bottom of a long Plexiglas column, some air is blow
ontrolled rates into the solution, through calibrated glass
r nozzles (in order to control and change the bubble s
he foam volumeVf is measured as a function of time, a
ompared to the amount of gas injectedVg. In a steady stat
fter a few minutes, the ratioK=Vf /Vg becomes independe
f time: a good foamability will correspond toK≈ 1, while
oor foamability toK� 1. Starting from very low values an

ncreasing the concentrations of surface active compo
he coefficientK rises from 0 to close to 1. We then defin
oamability concentration thresholdcs byK(cs) = 0.5.

A second foam production method is used for the co
ning studies. The foam are produced by a turbulent m
ethod, which creates foam with an initial mean bubble
meterd0 ≈ 120�m [15]. In order to study coarsening wit
ut drainage, we have developed a rotating cell setup. Th
emains fixed during a time periodτ, after which it is rapidly
ning time is given bytc = (d2
0h)/(2KgeoKgasγf (ε)), with

geo is a geometrical constant (reflecting the bubble ge
try),Kgas a gas constant (including the diffusivity and s
bility constant),f(ε) a function of the liquid content,h the

hin film thickness, andγ is the surface tension[16,21].
The thin film balance is used for investigating the stab

nd the properties of single foam film[3,4]. In this technique
he film is created and held on a horizontal support (a g
rit filled with solution, mimicking the Plateau borders arou
he real foam film). In the usual setup, external pressure
pplied over the film, corresponding to different disjoin
ressuresπ and resulting in different equilibrium thicknes
measured by interferometry). Together with theπ(h) curve,
mportant information are also obtain by the direct ob
ation of the film uniformity and morphology (monitor
y videomicroscopy). Here, regarding stability issues, ra

han studyingπ as a function of h, we have simply appl
ingle sharp steps of over pressures (from 0 to a few hun
f Pa), and check how the film behaves, thins, and if it re
r breaks. This situation is chosen to mimic the collision
acking of two bubbles in a real foam. In our setup, the
meter of the hole in the frit is 1.4 mm; this thus correspo

o the bubble face diameter, and then to a bubble diame
ypically 3 mm.

At the scale of the gas–liquid interface, we have studie
ime evolution of the surface tension (often called “dyna
urface tension”) both by the maximum bubble pressure
endent drop methods. With the first method, bubbles

ormed at the tip of a capillary: the maximum pressure app
o create a bubble corresponds to a bubble radius equal
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one of the capillary, and it is then possible to extract the
surface tension via the Laplace equation. This technique is
especially well-suited for the very short times range (down to
ms). In the second technique, the surface tension is deduced
from the droplet (or bubble) shape, pending (or rising) at the
tip of a syringe (oriented downward or upward)[1].

3. Results

3.1. Foamability

Fig. 1shows typical data found with the foamability setup.
The height of foam in the column is plotted as a function
of time, for different casein concentrationsc (fixed bubble
size). The arrow indicates the increase of the concentrations.
At low c, almost no foam is produced, and the coefficient
K is ≈0.1. This corresponds to many bubble ruptures, with
most of the injected gas not being actually incorporated in
the foam. For the highest concentrations, the curve becomes
linear, and the amount of foam (at any given time) becomes
almost independent ofc. In that regime, the foaming is opti-
mal and all the gas is entrapped into the foam (K≈ 0.9, also
meaning that the foams produced are rather dry). With casein
solutions, and for any bubble sizes, the curveK(c) presents a
well-defined range of concentration whereK rises from 0.1
t resh-
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Fig. 2. Foamability concentration thresholdcs (as defined in the text) for
different bubbles sizes, for SDS and casein.

have found thatcs is always a few times lower than the cmc
(2.8 g/L). For casein, a typical mean value ofcs is 0.2 g/L, and
one has now to figure out from which microscopic parameters
and stabilization mechanism this typical value emerges.

Preliminary experiments on SDS/casein mixtures show
that these solutions have unexpectedly high foamability. The
mixtures actually foam better than what could be expected
from the foaming of each solution taken separately, possi-
bly evidencing some synergistic effects. This remains to be
studied in a systematic and detailed way, and it is an ongoing
work.

3.2. Coarsening at constant liquid fraction

With casein and SDS concentrations well above the foam-
ability threshold (c(SDS) = 8 g/L, andc(CAS) = 5 g/L), stable
foams are obtained for the coarsening studies. For the gas, we
used either N2 or perfluorohexane C2F6. With the latter, one
obtains low coarsening rates, meaning also low drainage rates
[16–21,22], with which the measurements are easier to per-
form, but providing less bubble size variations.Fig. 3shows

F mis-
s
T

o 0.9 (S-shape curve), meaning that there is really a th
ld in concentration for foamability. Thus, defining a sin

hreshold concentrationcs (with K(cs) = 0.5) appears mea
ngful. Our results on casein solutions show thatcs strongly
epends on the bubble size, but not on the injected gas
ate (typically varied from 0.1 to 1 L/min). Same trends h
een found while performing the measurements with S
here it is also easy to determine a concentration thres

s. The dependence ofcs with bubble size is reported inFig. 2:
oth for casein and SDS, it is found thatcs increases withd,
nd in the range investigated here, the dependence is
ow linear (withcs(SDS) >cs(CAS)). Note that for SDS w

ig. 1. Foamability measurements: foam height as a function of tim
ifferent casein concentrations, and with a fixed bubble sized= 1.5 mm. The
rrow indicates the increase of concentration. The cross-section of th

s 4 cm× 4 cm.
ig. 3. Relative bubble size evolution with time measured by light trans
ion, at constant liquid fractionε = 0.15, with initial bubble sized0 = 120�m.
he lines correspond to the model described in the text.
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the results obtained for the time evolution ofd/d0 for casein
and SDS foams, both at a constant liquid fractionε = 0.15,
with almost equald0 (with casein, the mean bubble diame-
ter is slightly smaller than for SDS) and made of N2. Both
data set can be fitted by the predicted law (solid line) de-
scribed previously. However, we found that the correspond-
ing tc are different:tc(casein) = 980 s andtc(SDS) = 190 s (so
that tc(casein)/tc(SDS)≈ 5). The coarsening rate is thus sig-
nificantly smaller for the casein foams, at a fixed liquid frac-
tion and bubble size. A similar ratio fortc was found with
C2F6, showing that this effect is independent of the gas:
tc(casein) = 19100 s andtc(SDS) = 4200 s.

3.3. Surface tension

As the adsorption of the surfactants or of the caseins pro-
ceeds at the air–liquid interface, its surface tension decreases.
For surfactants, at any given concentrations, an equilibrium
is usually obtained within the first minute. For casein (as for
most proteins) the adsorption is much slower, and the dy-
namics strongly depends on the bulk concentration. In fact,
if one wants to correlate surface tension and foamability, it is
important to determine a typical adsorption time, after which
it is relevant to know the surface tension. As a first attempt,
we have considered the time taken by a bubble between its
c ere
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tension significantly decreases with increasing the concen-
tration.

3.4. Thin film studies

The structure, thickness and disjoining pressure curves of
small surfactant, like SDS, have been extensively studied, es-
pecially with the thin film balance[3,4]. Here, for the SDS, we
have recovered some classical results. Under an applied pres-
sure step, films get formed, then always thin in a few seconds,
down to very small thickness (around 10 nm). They usually
remain very flat and uniform, though some dimples can be
trapped in the first drainage stage (at the highest concentra-
tions). A transition from the common black film (CBF) to the
Newton black film (NBF)[3,4] is also sometimes observed,
before film rupture. At the lowest concentrations (c< 0.2 g/L),
the films are strongly unstable and break in a few seconds, and
it is only for c> 0.6 g/L that they are getting quite stable (at
least for a few minutes). At this stage, it is however indeed
difficult to determine a precise concentration threshold for
film stability, as it would require a complete statistical study
and a large number of measurements to reduce the error bars.

Regarding the casein films,Fig. 5represents top views of
the thin films at three concentrations. One important observa-
tion is that these films are always heterogeneous in thickness
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reation on the frit and its arrival on the above foam (wh
t hits the other bubbles, and get jammed). It is indeed
ng that time that adsorption is possible. In our setup
stimate this time to be 3 s. We have thus reported inFig. 4

he surface tensionγ as a function of the bulk concentr
ion c, measured with the maximum bubble pressure,
s (and corresponding to a bubble diameterd≈ 1.5–2 mm)
easurements with the pendent drop technique provide

ame results, but with slightly less accuracy. Here again
ave found a difference between the two type of soluti
or casein, after these 3 s, almost no adsorption is detec

he range of concentration tested: the surface tension re
lose to the one of pure water. For the SDS, the adsor
s much more active at these small timescales, as the su

ig. 4. Surface tensions, after 3 s, measured by the maximum bubble
ure method, as a function of the SDS and casein concentration.
ith the presence of thick spots (or bumps), which densi
he film depends on the bulk concentration. InFig. 5a, with
= 0.05 g/L (representative of the low concentration ra
< 0.1 g/L), only a few thick regions are detected, while m
f the film gets rapidly very thin, and eventually breaks.
izes and thickness of these regions are respectively o
rder of a few microns and hundred of nanometers. T

hick spots can be interpreted as confined casein aggre
ontaining probably many casein micelles, which are tra

n the films, and cannot flow. The density of aggregates
hich the thin film becomes stable typically correspond

he image inFig. 5b (c= 0.3 g/L). At that stage, it seems th
he aggregates are no longer isolated from each othe
he film; but on the contrary, they get connected, provi
ome rigid and thick bridges between the sides of the
possibly similar to a percolation process), and a cove
f approximately 50% of the film. At the highest conc

rations, the film is completely filled with aggregates

ig. 5. Top views of casein thin films, obtained with the thin film bala
pparatus, at three different casein bulk concentrations: (a)c= 0.05 g/L, (b)
= 0.3 g/L and (c)c= 0.8 g/L, showing the thickness heterogeneity, and
resence of thick regions (confined casein aggregates), which surface
epends on the concentration. The thin films becomes stable as soon
onfined aggregates can percolate (b).
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its surface is quite corrugated. The films are then extremely
stable: they almost do not thin or drain under an increased
pressure, as they appear as “gelified” in all their volume.
In that concentration range (Fig. 5c), the film resemble very
much to those observed for mixed surfactant/polyelectrolytes
films, close to the precipitation conditions[23]. The addition
of SDS strongly changes the film morphology: starting with
c= 0.5 g/L of casein, and with only a small SDS amount of
0.1 g/L added, almost all the thick regions have been removed
and the films simply resemble to those of pure SDS. So it
seems that the pre-adsorption of SDS prevent the confinement
of the casein aggregates in the film. These results cannot be
easily linked to those on the foamability of mixtures. In order
to understand the 3D behavior of these foams, the structure
and the composition of the mixed SDS/casein interfacial lay-
ers and thin films remain to be determined. Note finally that
other studies with only pure�-casein solutions[24], or only
non-aggregated sub-micelles of casein[25] have shown that
the films are more homogeneous in morphology and thick-
ness, with stepwise thinning.

4. Discussion

We can now check if the results obtained at these different
length scales allow us to explain the foamability and coarsen-
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both independent measurements of the dynamic surface ten-
sion and of the thin film properties appears to be very useful
for foamability predictions, and the different sets of results at
all the length scales are consistent. We also believe that the
same stability sequence mechanism (a first rapid adsorption,
then repulsion between covered surfaces) should probably be
valid for most of the low molecular weight surfactant systems,
like with the cationic CnTAB (alkyltrimethylammonium bro-
mide) for instance, as the related stable thin films are always
very uniform and flat. However, one must be aware that the
conditions for the thin film and foam stability (especially, in
terms of concentrations) depends also on the chemistry of the
molecule (length of the chain, or type of head group)[26].

Now, concerning the casein solutions, at the measured 3D
foamability threshold (cs = 0.15 g/L, ford0 = 2 mm) the sur-
face tension after 3 s is still close to the one of pure wa-
ter, meaning almost no adsorption (and this remains true to
at leastc= 3cs). So, following the conclusions obtained for
SDS, and if one only relates on a criterion based on dynamic
surface tension measurements, there should be no foam at
these concentrations. On the contrary, we have found good
correlations between macroscopic foamability and thin film
stability: for similar bubble size (d≈ 3 mm), the 3D foama-
bility threshold and the one for thin film stability are close
(c= 0.2–0.3 g/L).
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ompared to pure water). As usually expected for surfac
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actant adsorption and foamability. However, we have alre
ointed that thecs values are smaller than the cmc, here
an see how far the surface density needed for foam s
ty (corresponding to a surface tension of 62 mN/m) is be
he maximum possible coverage (corresponding to a su
ension of 36 mN/m at the cmc). The SDS thin film stud
how that the threshold of film stability, though difficult
etermine, is roughly in agreement with the foamability o
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ween these two length scales. The fact that the thin film
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These results also show that independent measure
f dynamic surface tension are not relevant for explai
r predicting the protein solution foamability. It may be
ortant to note that for these surface tension measurem

he bubble is fixed and no motion occurs in the fluid; wh
s not the case in the real situation where the bubble is
ng upwards. However, it is not clear if the motion of
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bubble can result in a different, and possibly higher, surface
adsorption coverage. In fact, the duration of the bubble mo-
tion remains short (3 s), a time which remains small when
compared to the typical anchoring times (time needed for a
single casein to completely and definitively adsorb at the in-
terface); moreover, it is possible that the anchoring efficiency
may be actually reduced by the relative bubble motion. So,
in spite of the bubble rising into the solution, the bubble sur-
faces are still probably widely uncovered when they finally
hit each other in the foam. It would then be interesting to
be able to measure the effective in situ surface tension, once
the bubbles are in contact, and with the aggregates finally
adsorbed.

With these results on the mechanisms of foam stabiliza-
tion, we can now look at the linear dependence of the thresh-
old concentrationcs with the bubble diameter. For a surfac-
tant, to any given bulk concentration corresponds a single
surface density (surface tension), at long times and at equi-
librium. This means that, at equilibrium, surfaces are covered
at the same surface density whatever their areas, avoiding
then any bubble size dependence. As we have found a dif-
ferent behavior, a first hypothesis is that this effect is related
to the dynamics of adsorption (before the equilibrium), with
intermediate surface densities depending on the size of the
bubble. One can also wonder if, even with equal mean sur-
face density, bigger surface density gradients could occur for
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30 and 40 nm, whereas a mean value can be approximated to
be around 200–250 nm for the casein (Fig. 5c), so a typical
thickness ratioh(casein)/h(SDS)≈ 5–7. It is thus reasonably
possible to explain the differences in coarsening rates simply
by the differences in film thickness. The agreement is in fact
even better if one also include the small surface tension differ-
ence. So, these results tend to prove that no new contributions
coming from the viscoelastic or other interfacial properties
have to be taken into account regarding the coarsening pro-
cess, as it has also been found with measurements on isolated
bubble covered by casein molecules[27]. Note finally that the
same difference of coarsening rates between SDS and casein
foams has been recovered in an indirect manner, via rheo-
logical creep experiments which provide information on the
role of coarsening in macroscopic stress relaxation, and on
coarsening rates[12].

5. Conclusions

We have reported comparisons between surfactant (SDS)
and protein (casein) foam properties, measured at different
length scales. It is found that the microscopic origins of foam
stability is quite different for SDS and casein foams. For
surfactant solution, the repulsive interaction between the ad-
sorbed layers provides the thin film and foam stability. The
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hus necessitating higher bulk concentration to avoid th
or the casein, the situation is somehow similar, and it is
ible that for large bubble surfaces, big areas of very thin
nstable thickness can occur, making the films more

le. In the same time, it is also not obvious that, for a g
ulk concentration, the effective surface density of ag
ates confined in the film, or even their size, is independe

he film area. Clearly, more experiments on the microsc
roperties, corresponding to various bubble sizes, are n

o elucidate completely these macroscopic bubble
ffects.

We can finally check if our results allow us to explain
ifferences in the coarsening rates. As reported before
atio tc(casein)/tc(SDS)≈ 5. Back to the model predictingtc,
e can first check if it can explain this result. For these two
eriments the liquid fraction, gas and initial bubble diam
an be considered as identical. Regarding the surface
ions, for SDSγ = 36 mN/m since the concentration is ab
he cmc; for the casein, we also take the value corresp
ng to the maximum coverage since the bulk concentra
s very high, meaning that the surfaces are completely
rated of casein. In fact, at these concentrations, the i
urface tension (measured by the pendent drop techn
fter a few seconds is already close to the equilibrium v
t longer times,γ = 42 mN/m. So the differences between
urface tension is finally also small. In fact, our studies h
hown that the only significant difference is in the thin fi
hickness. For the SDS films, a mean thickness (for a li
raction of 0.15, and at low capillary pressures) is betw
urface density is then an important parameter, and ind
ent dynamic surface tension measurements are thus in

ive. For casein foams, the mechanism of stability is relat
he confinement of aggregates within the thin films, trap
here when bubbles come in contact (and not previousl
orbed). The film stability threshold appears to corresp
o the percolation of these aggregates in the film. With
ype of stabilization mechanism, which could be relevan
ystems stabilized by other large proteins or solid parti
ynamic surface tension on single interfaces cannot be l

o macroscopic foamability. However, for both casein
DS, it is found that there are always clear correlations

ween the stability of a single thin film and the one of
oam.

A new experimental setup for studying coarsening atcon-
tant liquid fraction (cell rotation, coupled to a light sc
ering measurement method) has been presented, all
s to measure the time evolution of the mean bubble

nside a foam. It is then found that differences in thin fi
hickness can explain the ones seen on the coarsening

ith this setup, more results are now being collected: o
hemicals, gas, liquid fractions, or initial bubble size dis
ution.

Finally, though our results for mixtures of casein and S
re preliminary, and as also reported from rheology ex

ments [12], it appears that the properties of such sur
ant/protein solutions and foams seems to be rather diff
rom the ones of their pure components, probably becau
nteractions both in the bulk and at the gas-liquid interfa
hich remains to be identified.
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